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Abstract
In a natural environment, affective information is perceived via multiple senses, mostly audition and
vision. However, the impact of multisensory information on affect remains relatively undiscovered. In
this study, we investigated whether the auditory–visual presentation of aversive stimuli influences the
experience of fear. We used the advantages of virtual reality to manipulate multisensory presentation
and to display potentially fearful dog stimuli embedded in a natural context. We manipulated the
affective reactions evoked by the dog stimuli by recruiting two groups of participants: dog-fearful and
non-fearful participants. The sensitivity to dog fear was assessed psychometrically by a questionnaire
and also at behavioral and subjective levels using a Behavioral Avoidance Test (BAT). Participants
navigated in virtual environments, in which they encountered virtual dog stimuli presented through
the auditory channel, the visual channel or both. They were asked to report their fear using Subjective
Units of Distress. We compared the fear for unimodal (visual or auditory) and bimodal (auditory–
visual) dog stimuli. Dog-fearful participants as well as non-fearful participants reported more fear
in response to bimodal audiovisual compared to unimodal presentation of dog stimuli. These results
suggest that fear is more intense when the affective information is processed via multiple sensory
pathways, which might be due to a cross-modal potentiation. Our findings have implications for
the field of virtual reality-based therapy of phobias. Therapies could be refined and improved by
implicating and manipulating the multisensory presentation of the feared situations.
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1. Introduction

Affective situations often deliver cues across multiple sensory modalities:
when encountering an aggressive dog, the threat is perceived via both vi-
sion and audition. While affective processing has mostly been studied in one
sensory modality at a time, an increasing number of studies have aimed at ex-
ploring how we deal with affective information coming from multiple senses.
These studies mostly used affective faces paired with affective voices, since
these stimuli represent a common and natural multisensory affective situation,
in normal participants (Chen et al., 2010; Collignon et al., 2008; De Gelder
et al., 1999, 2002; De Gelder and Vroomen, 2000; Dolan et al., 2001; Föcker
et al., 2011; Hagan et al., 2009; Jessen and Kotz, 2011; Koizumi et al., 2011;
Kreifelts et al., 2007; Massaro and Egan, 1996; Müller et al., 2012; Pourtois et
al., 2000, 2005; Robins et al., 2009; Tanaka et al., 2010; Vroomen et al., 2001)
and patients with schizophrenia (De Gelder et al., 2005; De Jong et al., 2009,
2010), autism spectrum disorder (Magnée et al., 2011), pervasive developmen-
tal disorders (Magnée et al., 2007, 2008) or alcoholism (Maurage et al., 2008).
The combination of emotionally-congruent facial expression and prosody fa-
cilitates emotional judgment of negatively- and positively-valenced stimuli
(Collignon et al., 2008; Dolan et al., 2001; Föcker et al., 2011; Kreifelts et
al., 2007; Massaro and Egan, 1996) and seems to be a mandatory process,
unconstrained by attentional resources (Collignon et al., 2008; De Gelder and
Vroomen, 2000; Föcker et al., 2011; Vroomen et al., 2001).

However, these studies have concentrated on the first steps of affective pro-
cessing. The processing of an affective stimulus comprises several stages from
the evaluation of the affective significance of the stimulus, to the conscious
experience of emotion also called feeling, and the regulation of the emotional
response (Damasio, 1998; Phillips et al., 2003; Rudrauf et al., 2009). If the
first stages of affective processing have been shown to be influenced by mul-
tisensory information, their effects on the conscious experience of emotion
remain to be elucidated.

Few studies have explored the influence of combined presentation of audi-
tory and visual stimuli on feeling. Aesthetic experience has been shown to be
enhanced in response to auditory–visual compared to unimodal presentation of
musical performances (Vines et al., 2006, 2011). An increased experience of
emotion has also been found in response to positive and negative non-natural
pairs of affective pictures and music, when compared to the response to af-
fective pictures only (Baumgartner et al., 2006). It is not yet clear whether
the multisensory presentation of stimuli impacts the conscious experience of
emotion.

In this study, our goal was to manipulate the presentation of auditory and
visual aversive stimuli in order to investigate whether the multisensory presen-
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Table 1.
Abbreviations

BAT Behavioral Avoidance Test
nSCL Normalized Skin Conductance Level
SCL Skin Conductance Level
SUD Subjective Unit of Distress
VE Virtual Environment
VR Virtual Reality

tation influences the conscious experience of fear. Since the auditory–visual
presentation of affective stimuli facilitates affective judgments (Collignon et
al., 2008; Dolan et al., 2001; Föcker et al., 2011; Kreifelts et al., 2007; Mas-
saro and Egan, 1996), we hypothesized that it would also lead to an enhanced
fear. To explore the effect of the multisensory presentation of aversive stimuli
on fear, we used a fully immersive virtual reality setup system to display dog
stimuli within auditory–visual virtual environments (VEs; abbreviations are
listed in Table 1). Dogs are considered as fear-relevant stimuli for humans in
general and can be genuinely aversive and fearful for a subset of individuals
sensitive to the fear of dogs. Furthermore, this stimulus can convey affective
information via both auditory and visual pathways. Virtual reality integrates
real-time computer graphics, body tracking devices and visual and auditory
displays to immerse a user in a computer-generated VE. The setting in which
the user performs an action can be controlled by the experimenter, recorded
and measured. The unique features and flexibility of VR give it extraordinary
potential for use in multisensory integration research. Immersing a participant
in a VE enables biologically-relevant auditory–visual stimuli to be presented
embedded within a natural context as well as to manipulate the sensory char-
acteristics of the stimuli (Bohil et al., 2011).

A sample of healthy participants sensitive to the fear of dogs and a sam-
ple of healthy participants non-sensitive to the fear of dogs were exposed to
virtual dog stimuli and reported their fear. We expected that the dog-fearful
participants would report higher fear in response to bimodal (auditory–visual)
compared to unimodal dog stimuli. For the non-fearful participants, dogs are
fear-relevant but not fearful or aversive. Hence, we expected that, in contrast
to the dog-fearful participants, they would not experience any feeling of fear
in response to the dog stimuli.

We presented the supposedly less fearful (unimodal) stimuli before the
supposedly most fearful (bimodal) stimuli to avoid implosive, long-lasting ex-
perience of fear and the subsequent saturation effect on feeling (e.g. Nesse et
al., 1980; Pitman et al., 1996), which could mask the phenomenon of interest.
We also distributed the dog stimuli within the VEs to prevent any overlap of
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fear (Garrett and Maddock, 2001). The participants’ task was to explore these
VEs in order to find an auditory–visual frog. Thus, we created a paradigm aim-
ing at investigating the conscious experience of fear in the most appropriate
and natural manner. We also measured the skin conductance level (SCL) as an
indicator of participants’ arousal state during the presentation of our fearful
stimuli. This measure allowed us to explore whether bimodal as compared to
unimodal stimuli would evoke stronger non-conscious fear. If this is the case,
bimodal stimuli would further increase emotionally-induced defense engage-
ment and thus further enhance autonomic responses such as the SCL (Bradley
et al., 2001; Kreibig, 2010).

2. Methods

The experiment was composed of two sessions, which took place on two
different days. In the first session, participants were invited to take part in
a twenty minute long diagnostic interview, based on the Mini International
Neuropsychiatric Interview, with a clinical psychologist. This interview was
conducted to make certain that no participant met criteria for pathological
anxiety disorders. The second session consisted of several immersions in four
different VEs and the completion of several questionnaires. The total duration
of the second session was an hour and a half.

During the second session, the procedure was as follows: each partici-
pant was first submitted to a Behavioral Avoidance Test (BAT) in a VE (see
Mühlberger et al., 2008 for another example of a BAT conducted in virtual
reality) in order to assess his/her fear of dogs at the behavioral level. Then,
before the exploration of auditory–visual VEs, the participant became ac-
quainted with the equipment and the navigation mode in a training immersion.
The experimental exploration of two different auditory–visual VEs aimed at
measuring fear in response to different sensory presentations of stimuli. Then,
he/she was submitted a second time to a BAT with the same procedure as the
first time. Finally, the participant completed several questionnaires and was
asked by the experimenter to comment on his experience (debriefing). During
the immersions in the different VEs, skin conductance was recorded.

All participants provided written informed consent prior to the experiment,
which was approved by the Health Research Ethics Committee (CERES) of
Paris Descartes University.

2.1. Participants

Participants were selected on the basis of their scores on a questionnaire ex-
ploring the fear of dogs (Viaud-Delmon et al., 2008; see details in Section 2.5).

Twenty-two healthy volunteers (12 females; age: M = 37.09, SD = 13.78)
with normal or corrected to normal vision and audition were recruited to par-
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Table 2.
Participants’ characteristics

Variable All participants NoFear group DogFear group

Number of individuals N = 21 nNoFear = 10 nDogFear = 11
% of femalesa 52.38% 40.00% 63.64%
Age (M ± SD)a 36.00 ± 13.11 32.50 ± 12.06 39.18 ± 13.77
Trait anxiety score (M ± SD)a 41.29 ± 7.46 38.40 ± 6.83 43.91 ± 7.31
Dog fear score (M ± SD)b 12.95 ± 11.09 2.20 ± 1.32 22.73 ± 4.86

a Both groups were similar in terms of ratio of female (χ2 test with Yates correction: χ2
(1)

=
0.42, p = 0.519), age (Mann–Whitney test: U = 38.00, p = 0.231) and trait anxiety scores
(Mann–Whitney test: U = 32.50, p = 0.113).
b The dog fear score was significantly different between groups (Mann–Whitney test: U =

0.00, p < 0.001).

ticipate in the study. None of them had a history of psychiatric disorder, neu-
rological disorder or was under medical treatment. Twelve individuals (eight
females; age: M = 40.92, SD = 14.44) had high dog fear scores and com-
posed the DogFear group. The remaining ten individuals (four females; age:
M = 32.50, SD = 12.06) had a low dog fear score and composed the NoFear
group.

Only 21 among the 22 volunteers (see details in Table 2) participated in the
second session of the experiment because one individual from the DogFear
group broke his leg between the sessions.

2.2. Virtual Reality Setup

The experiment took place at INRIA in Sophia Antipolis. The immersive
space was a BARCO iSpace, a four-sided, retro-projected cube with Infitec
stereoscopic viewing (Fig. 1). Participants wore polarized glasses. The au-
ditory scenes were presented through Sennheiser HD650 headphones and
the sound stimuli were processed through binaural rendering using a non-
individual Head Related Transfer Function (HRTF) of the LISTEN HRTF
database (http://recherche.ircam.fr/equipes/salles/listen/) previously selected
as best-fitting HRTF for a majority of participants to different experiments
involving binaural rendering (see Moeck et al., 2007; Sarlat et al., 2006). The
scenes had an ambient audio environment rendered through virtual ambisonic
sources and binaural audio rendering. Head movements were tracked using an
ART optical system so that visual stereo and 3D sounds were appropriately
rendered with respect to the users’ position and orientation. The participants
were equipped with a wireless joystick to navigate in the VEs. With this de-
vice, they controlled both rotations and translations within the VEs.

http://recherche.ircam.fr/equipes/salles/listen/
http://recherche.ircam.fr/equipes/salles/listen/
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Figure 1. (A) Picture of the iSpace setup used in the study. (B) A participant, equipped with
polarized glasses, headphones and a wireless joystick, standing within the iSpace during im-
mersion in an auditory–visual VE. This figure is published in colour in the online version.

Figure 2. Pictures of the auditory–visual VEs used to measure the participants’ fear when en-
countering virtual dogs. On the left, the outdoor garden scene and on the right, the indoor hangar
scene. This figure is published in colour in the online version.

2.3. Virtual Environments

The VE used for the BAT was composed of a visual corridor and did not pro-
vide any auditory stimulation. The VE for training was a dog-free outdoor
scene with trees and houses. Two different auditory–visual VEs were used to
measure the participants’ fear when encountering virtual dogs in different sen-
sory conditions (Fig. 2). The first auditory–visual VE presented to participants
was an outdoor garden scene composed of houses, trees and benches. The sec-
ond auditory–visual VE was an indoor virtual scene in a large dark hangar,
in which different pieces of industrial machinery were active. Auditory–visual
VEs had an ambient audio environment composed of sounds of birds, of hustle
and bustle sounds in the outdoor scene, and sounds of industrial machinery in
the indoor scene.

2.4. Dog Stimuli

A Doberman model with three different textures was used (Fig. 3). The dog
stimulus that was displayed during the BATs was a unimodal visual dog. In
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Figure 3. Pictures of the virtual dog stimuli used in this study: the Doberman dog model with
(from left to right) Malamute, Miniature Pinscher and Doberman texture. This figure is pub-
lished in colour in the online version.

Table 3.
Dog stimuli and their presentation order in the auditory–visual VEs

1 Auditory static dog Barking
2 Visual static dog A dog lying
3 Auditory moving doga Looming and receding barking
4 Visual moving doga Dog standing up
5 Auditory–visual static dog Dog lying down and growling
6 Auditory–visual moving doga Dog standing up and growling
7 Auditory–visual following doga Dog standing up, growling and following
8 Lower visual contrastb Fog or dimming the light

a The dynamic stimuli were lying down and standing up when participants approached.
b Dog stimulus 8 was dog stimulus 7 with a lower visual contrast.

the auditory–visual VEs, the dog stimuli could be unimodal or bimodal, static
or dynamic. Seven virtual dogs were displayed in a progressive manner during
the exploration (see Table 3). There were a total of eight stimuli with the two
last stimuli corresponding to the same virtual dog displayed with different
visual contrasts.

2.5. Questionnaires and Interview Measures

The dog phobia questionnaire (Viaud-Delmon et al., 2008) used to select par-
ticipants consists of two sections. The first section asks four yes/no questions
about reactions to dogs and the second section comprises 14 questions rated on
a scale of 0 (no fear) to 3 (extreme fear), assessing fear in response to size of
dog, activity level of dog, and physical restraint of dog (e.g. leash). The min-
imal score on this dog phobia questionnaire is 0 and the maximal one is 42.
Two hundred and twenty-five individuals (98 females; age: M = 31.71, SD =
11.40) completed this questionnaire. A mean dog fear score (M = 10.63,
SD = 8.55) was obtained, which served as a basis to select participants with
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high dog fear score (score > M + SD) and low dog fear score (score < M −
SD) for the current experiment.

We used the State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) (Spielberger et al., 1983)
to measure anxiety levels. Participants completed the trait version online sev-
eral months before the experiment. The state portion of the STAI was used
in the second session of the experiment, upon arrival at the laboratory as
well as after completion of the total procedure. A 22-item cybersickness scale
(Viaud-Delmon et al., 2000) and the presence questionnaire from the I-group
(Schubert et al., 2001) were presented at the end of the immersions in the
auditory–visual VEs.

Fear ratings were collected during immersion in both auditory–visual VEs
as well as during the BATs using the Subjective Unit of Distress (SUD; Wolpe,
1973). SUD is a self-report measurement of fear level on a 0–100 point scale,
which is widely used in behavioral research and therapy (e.g. Botella et al.,
1998; Emmelkamp et al., 2001; Rothbaum et al., 1995) and has been shown to
correlate with several physiological measures of arousal (Thyer et al., 1984).

2.6. Physiological Acquisitions

During immersions in the auditory–visual VEs, we monitored participants’
SCL using two sensors that were attached to the palmar surface of the middle
phalanges of the index and middle fingers of the non-dominant hand. A base-
line was recorded for two minutes in the iSpace, before each immersion. Skin
had been previously cleansed with alcohol. Participants were instructed to
keep their hand relaxed and still during the recordings. Recordings were car-
ried out by the wireless measurement device Captiv-L7000 (TEA, France) and
sampled at 32 Hz.

2.7. Procedure

The participants completed the state portion of the STAI upon arrival. Then,
they had to complete five immersions in virtual reality (BAT1, training, out-
door scene, indoor scene, BAT2).

Each participant was first invited to participate in the BAT1. During this
immersion, the participant was standing at a precise spot on the extremity of a
long corridor and a virtual unimodal visual dog was standing far (at 16.55 m)
in front of him/her. The BAT was composed of 14 steps. The first step was
for the participant to begin immersion and thus to face the dog for the first
time. Then, at each of the next twelve steps, the virtual dog walked 1.25 m
towards the participant, stopped and sat. For the final step, the participant had
to approach the virtual dog by making a real step in the iSpace in order to put
his/her face against the face of the virtual dog. At this point the participant
could look at the dog from a 5-centimeter distance. At each of the 14 steps,
he/she had to rate his/her anxiety level with SUDs. At each step the experi-
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menter proposed stopping the test if the participant was feeling too anxious. If
he/she felt ready, the next step was started. The BAT score scale was from 0 to
14 where 0 is refusal to begin immersion and 14 is putting one’s face against
the face of the virtual dog for more than five seconds.

Then, the participant went through a training immersion in order to become
acquainted with the equipment and the navigation mode. During this training
immersion, the experimenter interacted with the participant in order to assist
him/her in his/her first navigation.

After training, the participant was immersed in the auditory–visual VEs,
aiming to measure participant’s reaction to the auditory and visual virtual dog
stimuli. Each participant explored first the outdoor scene and then the indoor
scene. He/she was instructed that there was a frog somewhere in the auditory–
visual VEs and that his/her task was to explore them to find the frog. The
frog was an auditory–visual object and could be both seen and heard. It was
placed in the VEs so that participants could not find it before encountering
all the dog stimuli. The participant was informed that he/she would encounter
several dogs when completing his/her task. The sound spatialization played
a major role in this case, as the participant could rely on the auditory infor-
mation to locate both the dogs and the frog. Each participant explored the
auditory–visual VEs freely. However, the scenarios were designed so that all
participants had to take a certain path ensuring that virtual dogs were displayed
in a progressive manner during the exploration, as described previously. The
first six stimuli were displayed at fixed locations of the VEs while the last
auditory–visual and dynamic dog followed the participants until they found
the frog. During the exploration time where they were accompanied by this
virtual dog, participants did not encounter any other dog stimulus. As a last
step, we modified the visual contrast, by introducing fog in the outdoor scene
and dimming the lights in the indoor scene. At each encounter with a dog
stimulus, the participant had to rate his/her anxiety level with SUDs as well as
when the visual contrast was modified.

After exposure in the auditory–visual VEs, the participant filled the pres-
ence questionnaire from the I-group and the cybersickness scale. Then, he/she
participated in the BAT2. He/she also completed a second state portion of the
STAI. Finally, a debriefing interview was conducted to collect feelings and
impressions from the participant.

2.8. Control Experiment: Assessment of Aversiveness of Barking vs.
Growling

For technical reasons (problems with lip synchronization), we had to use
different dog sounds in the unimodal and bimodal conditions to ensure the
coherence of the stimulations. In previous work evaluating dog stimuli, dog-
fearful participants did not point out the type of the dog sound (barking or
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growling) as a factor having an impact on their fear (Suied et al., 2013; Viaud-
Delmon et al., 2008). However, since the factors influencing the fear could be
different among individuals, we tested the effect of this factor in our sample
of participants. After the experiment, they had to complete a control test on-
line. This test consisted in indicating the level of fear they experienced when
hearing each sound (barking and growling), by using SUDs. The sounds were
displayed for eleven seconds and the presentation order was counterbalanced
between subjects inside both NoFear and DogFear groups.

2.9. Data Analyses

Differences between groups were evaluated using two-tailed non-parametric
Mann–Whitney U tests. Comparisons within each group were performed us-
ing the two-tailed non-parametric Wilcoxon T test for matched samples.

Two dog-fearful individuals did not complete the protocol because of strong
manifestations of the autonomic nervous system related to virtual reality (cy-
bersickness). The analyses were conducted on the 19 individuals (nNoFear =
10; nDogFear = 9), who participated in each of the five immersions, completing
the second session.

2.9.1. Questionnaire Measures
One pre-immersion state anxiety score was lost. We compared participants’
pre- and post-immersion state anxiety scores, between and within groups
(nNoFear = 9; nDogFear = 9). We compared cybersickness and presence scores
between groups (nNoFear = 10; nDogFear = 9).

2.9.2. Behavioral Assessment of Dog Fear (BATs)
We compared participants’ scores and mean SUDs per step on the BAT1 and
BAT2, between and within NoFear and DogFear groups. For each participant,
we summed the SUDs they reported at each step of BATs. We divided this
sum by the number of steps the participant managed to go through (score) in
order to obtain a mean SUD per step for each of the BATs. Within each group,
we also investigated the modifications of fear level from step to step by con-
ducting multiple comparisons using a two-tailed non-parametric Wilcoxon T

test for matched samples. In order to address possible α error accumulation, p-
values are given as calculated, for interpretation of results classical Bonferroni
correction for multiple testing was considered.

2.9.3. Sensory Modality and Fear in the Auditory–Visual VEs
First, we compared the mean level of fear during immersion in the auditory–
visual VEs between groups. For each participant, we averaged all SUDs re-
ported in the auditory–visual VEs and compared the resulting mean SUDs
between the NoFear and DogFear groups.

Then, we tested the effect of the VE (Outdoor/Indoor) on fear. Within each
group, we averaged SUDs reported in the outdoor VE on one hand and SUDs
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reported in the indoor VE on the other hand and compared them. We also
tested the effect of visual contrast on fear by comparing SUDs in response to
the seventh and eighth stimuli.

In order to compare the fear evoked by unimodal and bimodal stimuli in the
auditory–visual VEs, we calculated the mean SUDs according to the sensory
modality in which the dogs were presented. Among the SUDs reported during
the immersion in the VEs, we averaged the SUDs collected in response to
the four unimodal dog stimuli on the one hand and to the first two bimodal
dog stimuli on the other hand. In the bimodal condition, the average of SUDs
did not include the data in response to the third bimodal dog stimulus. This
stimulus, which followed the participant, had no counterpart in the unimodal
condition and increased the mean SUDs in the bimodal condition if included.

We also calculated the sum of the mean SUD in response to the visual
stimuli and of the mean SUD in the auditory condition in the whole sample.
We compared this sum to the mean SUD in response to the first two auditory–
visual stimuli. We verified the effect of the order of stimuli presentation. We
averaged the SUDs in response to the four unimodal stimuli in each of the VEs
and compared the resulting mean SUDs.

2.9.4. Sensory Modality and Fear-Related Physiological Arousal in the
Auditory–Visual VEs
Seven participants (five NoFear and two DogFear) were excluded from the
analysis because of missing data and/or noisy signal due to the limitations of
the space and the equipment (the recording PC had to be outside the iSpace,
and the walls of the iSpace interfered with transmission of the signal). Given
the few remaining participants in each group, we analyzed the data globally
without taking account of groups (N = 12).

Skin conductance data were analyzed using the Matlab analysis software
Ledalab (V3.4.1) (Benedek and Kaernbach, 2010). First, artifacts were man-
ually detected and rejected. Then, the Ledalab’s Continuous Decomposition
Analysis was run, optimizing the fit and reducing the error of the model. This
method returns the SCL as a continuous measure of tonic electrodermal activ-
ity and the phasic driver as a continuous measure of phasic electrodermal ac-
tivity. For each participant, we extracted mean SCL during immersion (SCLi)
and during the baseline (SCLb). Then, we calculated the normalized mean
SCL during immersion (nSCL) as follow: nSCL = ((SCLi − SCLb)/SCLb).

We first tested the effect of the VE (Outdoor/Indoor) on participants’ phys-
iological arousal by comparing nSCL during the Outdoor VE to nSCL during
the Indoor VE. Then, we compared nSCL during unimodal and during bimodal
presentation of dog stimuli. We verified the effect of the order of stimulus pre-
sentation by comparing nSCL during unimodal presentation of dog stimuli
between the two auditory–visual VEs.
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2.9.5. Control Experiment: Assessment of Aversiveness of Barking vs.
Growling
One participant from the NoFear group did not complete the control ex-
periment. The analyses were conducted on the 18 remaining participants
(nNoFear = 9; nDogFear = 9) who completed both the protocol and the con-
trol experiment. Within each group, we compared the SUDs in response to the
barking sound to the SUDs in response to the growling sound.

3. Results

Two individuals from the DogFear group did not complete the protocol be-
cause of strong cybersickness. The first one stopped during training and the
second one during immersion in the outdoor scene. Their scores on the cy-
bersickness scale were respectively 18 and 17. All non-fearful individuals
participated in each of the five immersions.

Our analyses did not reveal any sex differences.

3.1. Questionnaire Measures

The state anxiety scores of all non-fearful participants decreased after the
immersions. The NoFear group scores were significantly lower after the im-
mersions compared to before (T = 0.00, p = 0.008). In the DogFear group,
four individuals had a state anxiety score that was lower after than before the
immersions, four had a higher score after the immersions and the last one had
the same score in both assessments (see Table 4). In this group, the mean state
anxiety score was not significantly different between pre- and post-immersion
(T = 16.50, p = 0.834).

There was no difference in state anxiety scores (State anxiety 1: U = 40.50,
p = 1.000; State anxiety 2: U = 33.50, p = 0.348), cybersickness scores
(U = 42.50, p = 0.838) or presence scores (U = 27.00, p = 0.142) between
the two groups.

3.2. Measures During BATs

Among the 19 participants who completed the study, 16 reached the final step
in both BAT immersions (BAT1 and BAT2) and thus obtained maximal scores.
The other three individuals did not manage to get to the end of either BAT
immersion because of anxiety. They all belonged to the DogFear group. The
BAT1 scores of the NoFear group (MNoFear = 14.00, SDNoFear = 0.00) and
the BAT1 scores of the DogFear group (MDogFear = 13.56, SDDogFear = 0.73)
were not significantly different (U = 30.00, p = 0.221). The BAT2 scores of
the NoFear group (MNoFear = 14.00, SDNoFear = 0.00) and the BAT2 scores
of the DogFear group (MDogFear = 13.44, SDDogFear = 1.01) were also not
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Table 4.
Individual questionnaire measures

ID State anxiety 1 State anxiety 2 Cybersickness Presence

Possible range [20–80] [0–88] [0–84]

NoFear group
NF-1 / 26 6 33
NF-2 24 21 1 43
NF-3 31 25 6 44
NF-4 23 22 16 57
NF-5 28 23 0 43
NF-6 21 20 7 40
NF-7 24 22 5 52
NF-8 26 23 5 44
NF-9 33 23 3 23
NF-10 32 25 3 40

M ± SD 26.89 ± 4.31 23.00 ± 1.89 5.20 ± 4.42 41.90 ± 9.34

DogFear group
DF-1 32 39 0 50
DF-2 31 55 20 43
DF-3 24 33 1 60
DF-4 27 24 10 27
DF-5 31 24 8 49
DF-6 38 27 25 46
DF-7 20 20 0 68
DF-8 20 21 0 66
DF-9 24 20 1 40

M ± SD 27.44 ± 6.04 29.22 ± 11.57 7.22 ± 9.50 49.89 ± 13.11

significantly different (U = 30.00, p = 0.221). In both groups, there was no
significant difference between BAT1 and BAT2 scores.

In both BATs, the mean SUD per step was higher for the DogFear group
(BAT1: MDogFear = 17.78, SDDogFear = 11.34; BAT2: MDogFear = 15.95,
SDDogFear = 14.06) compared to the NoFear group (BAT1: MNoFear = 2.14,
SDNoFear = 2.28; BAT2: MNoFear = 0.79, SDNoFear = 1.32; BAT1: U = 2.00,
p < 0.001; BAT2: U = 5.00, p = 0.001). The mean SUD per step was not
different between BAT1 and BAT2 for any of the groups (NoFear group:
T = 4.00, p = 0.091; DogFear group: T = 16.00, p = 0.441).

In the DogFear group, there was a global increase of SUDs in both BATs, as
the virtual dog got closer (Fig. 4). The Wilcoxon test revealed a significant in-
crease of SUDs between step 11 and step 12 (T = 0.00, p = 0.018; nDogFear =
9) and between step 12 and step 13 (T = 0.00, p = 0.028; nDogFear = 8) in
BAT1. The transition between step 11 and step 12 corresponded to the dog
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Figure 4. Mean reported fear (mean SUDs ± SEM) of the NoFear group (grey squares) and the
DogFear group (black squares) at each of the 14 steps during BATs. The responses collected
during BAT1 are presented on the left and the responses collected during BAT2 are presented
on the right. In the NoFear group, Wilcoxon tests revealed a significant increase of fear between
steps 12 and 13 of BAT1. In the DogFear group, fear increased globally in both BATs and
Wilcoxon tests revealed significant increases of fear between steps 11 and 12 and between steps
12 and 13 in BAT1. Neither groups showed any increase of fear between steps in BAT2.

approaching from 4.05 m to 2.80 m distance from participants. The transi-
tion between step 12 and step 13 corresponded to the dog approaching from
2.80 m to 1.55 m distance from participants. In BAT2, the Wilcoxon test did
not indicate any significant increase of SUDs between steps in the DogFear
group.

Globally, there was no increase of SUDs during BATs in the NoFear
group (see Fig. 4). However, the Wilcoxon test indicated a significant in-
crease of SUDs between step 12 and step 13 in BAT1 (T = 0.00, p = 0.043,
nNoFear = 10). In BAT2, the Wilcoxon test did not reveal any significant in-
crease of SUDs between steps in the NoFear group.

Within each group, we conducted 13 comparisons. With the Bonferroni cor-
rection (corrected p-value = 0.004), we did not find any significant difference
of SUDs between steps in either of the BATs.

3.3. Measures During Immersion in the Auditory–Visual VEs

3.3.1. Sensory Modality and Fear: Subjective Units of Distress (SUDs)
The DogFear group reported higher SUDs (MDogFear = 27.49, SDDogFear =
13.73) compared to the NoFear group (MNoFear = 4.71, SDNoFear = 2.71) in
the auditory–visual VEs (U = 0.00, p < 0.001).

Within each group, the two auditory–visual VEs provoked the same level
of fear: SUDs were not significantly different between VEs in the NoFear
group (T = 11.00, p = 0.173, MNoFear/Outdoor = 5.50, SDNoFear/Outdoor =
3.55; MNoFear/Indoor = 3.90, SDNoFear/Indoor = 3.87) or in the DogFear group
(T = 18.00, p = 0.594, MDogFear/Outdoor = 26.34, SDDogFear/Outdoor = 17.43;
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Table 5.
SUDs (M ± SD) in response to the stimuli during immersion in the VEs

Stimulus NoFear group DogFear group

Auditory static dog 0.00 ± 0.00 10.00 ± 5.00
Visual static dog 0.50 ± 1.58 13.06 ± 9.82
Auditory moving dog 0.00 ± 0.00 14.17 ± 10.16
Visual moving dog 2.50 ± 2.64 20.00 ± 15.00
Auditory–visual static dog 6.50 ± 7.47 38.06 ± 19.11
Auditory–visual moving dog 9.50 ± 6.85 39.17 ± 22.64
Auditory–visual following dog 9.50 ± 6.85 46.88 ± 30.47
Lower visual contrast 8.00 ± 7.89 44.29 ± 31.01

Figure 5. (A) Mean reported fear (mean SUDs ± SEM) of the NoFear (grey diamonds) and
DogFear group (black squares) in the auditory–visual VEs according to the sensory modality in
which the dogs were presented. The SUDs reported in response to the auditory static, the visual
static, the auditory moving and the visual moving dog stimuli were averaged for the unimodal
condition. The SUDs in response to the auditory–visual static and the auditory–visual moving
dog stimuli were averaged for the bimodal condition. In both groups, the experience of fear was
higher in response to bimodal compared to unimodal stimuli. (B) Mean increase of reported
fear in the bimodal condition compared to the unimodal one (mean difference between SUDs
in response to bimodal and unimodal stimuli ± SEM) in each group. The increase of fear is
greater in the DogFear group (black bar) than in the NoFear group (grey bar).

MDogFear/Indoor = 28.64, SDDogFear/Indoor = 10.17). Since there was no effect
of VE, we averaged SUDs from both VEs (see Table 5). There was no sig-
nificant difference of fear level between the seventh and the eighth stimuli in
the DogFear group (T = 4.00, p = 0.173) or in the NoFear group (T = 6.00,
p = 0.345).

As Fig. 5 shows, SUDs were higher for bimodal stimuli compared to uni-
modal ones for both groups (NoFear group: T = 0.00, p = 0.008; DogFear
group: T = 0.00, p = 0.008). Moreover, the increase of SUDs for bimodal
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stimuli was higher in the DogFear group compared to the NoFear group
(U = 5.00, p = 0.001).

In the whole sample, the mean SUD in the bimodal condition was higher
than the sum of the mean SUDs from each unimodal condition (T = 18.50,
p = 0.006; MBimodal = 22.59, SDBimodal = 21.35; MSum Unimodal = 14.96,
SDSum Unimodal = 19.25). The mean SUD in response to the unimodal stimuli
in the Indoor VE was not different from the mean SUD in response to uni-
modal stimuli in the Outdoor VE (T = 25.00, p = 0.272; MUnimodal/Outdoor =
6.32, SDUnimodal/Outdoor = 8.91; MUnimodal/Indoor = 8.42, SDUnimodal/Indoor =
10.55).

3.3.2. Sensory Modality and Fear-Related Physiological Arousal: Skin
Conductance Level (SCL)
The two auditory–visual VEs provoked the same level of nSCL (T =
24.00, p = 0.239, MOutdoor = 0.088, SDOutdoor = 0.111; MIndoor = 0.027,
SDIndoor = 0.140; N = 12). The nSCL was lower during unimodal stimula-
tions (Munimodal = 0.038, SDunimodal = 0.117, N = 12) compared to bimodal
stimulations (Mbimodal = 0.077, SDbimodal = 0.099, N = 12) in the VEs
(T = 11.00, p = 0.028). The nSCL during unimodal stimulations in the In-
door VE was not different from the nSCL during unimodal stimulations in the
Outdoor VE (T = 20.00, p = 0.136, N = 12).

3.4. Control Experiment: Assessment of Aversiveness of Barking vs.
Growling

The DogFear group reported higher SUDs in response to the growling
sound compared to the barking sound (T = 0.00, p = 0.008;
MDogFear/barking = 15.00, SDDogFear/barking = 10.31; MDogFear/growling =
38.33, SDDogFear/growling = 21.65). In the NoFear group, there was no signifi-
cant difference between the SUDs in response to the barking and to the growl-
ing sound (T = 3.00, p = 0.465; MNoFear/barking = 9.44, SDNoFear/barking =
21.13; MNoFear/growling = 12.22, SDNoFear/growling = 16.60).

4. Discussion

The goal of this study was to determine whether multisensory presentation
of aversive stimuli has an influence on the conscious experience of fear. Our
study shows that the auditory–visual presentation of aversive stimuli modu-
lates affect. Auditory–visual aversive stimuli increase the conscious experi-
ence of fear.

We exploited the unique advantages of virtual reality concerning the ma-
nipulation of multimodal stimuli inputs and their naturalistic display (Bohil et
al., 2011). We compared the experience of fear (SUDs) induced by unimodal
and bimodal dog stimuli in healthy participants. We modulated the fear evoked
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by dog stimuli by recruiting two categories of participants: dog-fearful partic-
ipants (DogFear group) and non-fearful participants (NoFear group). During
the BATs, the NoFear group did not report any global fear while the DogFear
group reported an increasing fear, as the unimodal dog got closer to them.
Moreover, while each non-fearful participant completed the test, three dog-
fearful participants did not complete the test. These results confirm the fact
that at the behavioral and at the subjective level the DogFear group considers
dogs as aversive while the NoFear group considers them as non-aversive. This
fact validates the use of these two groups to modulate the fear in response to
our dog stimuli.

A narrower analysis of the BATs offers further interesting results. The re-
sults of this analysis did not resist the Bonferroni correction; consequently the
findings are discussed as hypothesis generating rather than as confirmatory
(Streiner and Norman, 2011).

In BAT1, we observed that both NoFear and DogFear participants’ SUDs
increased when the dog approached to a relatively small distance from them. In
dog-fearful participants, this enhanced fear would be consistent with aversive
stimuli representing a higher threat when intruding participants’ near space.
In non-fearful participants, this would be consistent with fear-relevant stimuli
turning to aversive stimuli when intruding the near space. The limit distance
was higher for the dog-fearful participants (between 4.05 and 2.80 m) than for
the non-fearful participants (between 2.80 and 1.55 m). This suggests that the
dog-fear level may influence the distance perception between themselves and
a dog stimulus. Recent studies have also found an effect of the level of fear on
distance perception in height, claustrophobic, snake and spider fear (Clerkin
et al., 2009; Lourenco et al., 2011; Vagnoni et al., 2012). Our results fit with
these findings and extend them by suggesting that the level of dog fear may
impact distance perception.

Surprisingly, while participants’ fear in BAT1 increased significantly when
the distance to the dog got smaller, the SUDs did not increase at the final
step. At this final step, it was not the dog who approached the participant but
the participant who approached the dog. It seems that this configuration is
less threatening. This result suggests an effect of objective stimulus control
and subjective feelings of controllability on the experience of fear. This is in
line with previous observations that perceiving control over aversive events
influences how we experience them (Buetti and Lleras, 2012; Leotti et al.,
2010).

The narrow analysis of BAT2 showed different results than BAT1. After the
immersion in the auditory–visual VEs, the dog–participant distance evoking
an enhancement of fear in BAT2 decreased in both groups. The limit dis-
tance was shorter than 1.55 m in both groups. The virtual unimodal dog could
approach closer to participants before evoking an enhancement of fear. This
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suggests that one immersion in our auditory–visual VEs containing virtual
dogs reduced the fear of dogs. This would not be a surprise since our pro-
cedure is very similar to protocols of virtual reality-based exposure therapy,
which are used for the treatment of anxiety disorders (e.g. Botella et al., 1998;
Emmelkamp et al., 2001; Garcia-Palacios et al., 2002; Riva, 2005; Rothbaum
et al., 1995; Wald and Taylor, 2001).

In our protocol, during the immersion in the auditory–visual VEs, we pre-
sented the supposedly less fearful (unimodal) stimuli before the supposedly
most fearful (bimodal) stimuli to avoid saturation effects and access the expe-
rience of fear in both conditions. In both the DogFear and NoFear groups, we
observed higher SUDs in the bimodal condition relative to the unimodal con-
dition. The auditory–visual aversive stimuli evoked an increased experience of
fear. A similar effect has been put forward on aesthetic experience in response
to musical performances (Vines et al., 2006, 2011). The visual inputs modulate
the judgment of tension in the performance and the Likert-scale ratings of the
intensity of the positive emotion experienced during the performance. Baum-
gartner et al. also showed a similar effect on emotional experience in response
to positive and negative stimuli (Baumgartner et al., 2006). They combined In-
ternational Affective Picture System (IAPS) pictures and music excerpts and
demonstrated that affective music stimuli enhance the arousal experience in
response to affective pictures. By using and manipulating the sensory inputs
of a natural multisensory stimulus, our findings show that the multisensory
presentation of stimuli enhances the experience of emotion.

In the entire population, we also observed a higher SCL during bimodal pre-
sentation compared to SCL during unimodal presentation of the dog stimuli.
This increase of physiological arousal is in line with the findings on posi-
tive musical performances (Chapados and Levitin, 2008), and suggests that
multisensory stimulation would enhance motivational (appetitive or defen-
sive) engagement by increasing non-conscious emotion (Bradley et al., 2001;
Kreibig, 2010).

The limitations of these results are closely linked to their strengths. First,
our protocol did not allow controlling the potential effect of the presentation
order. However, the SUDs and the SCL in the unimodal condition are not dif-
ferent between the outdoor and the indoor VEs despite the fact that participants
encountered the unimodal stimuli in the indoor VE after encountering the bi-
modal stimuli in the outdoor VE. Consequently, the increased experience of
fear and physiological arousal in the bimodal condition cannot be attributed to
the presentation order.

Second, we had to deal with the technological challenges of virtual real-
ity, which constrained us to use different dog sounds in the unimodal and
bimodal conditions. We used a barking sound as unimodal auditory stimulus
and a growling sound in the auditory–visual condition to avoid problems with
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lip synchronization. In the control experiment, the DogFear group reported
greater fear in response to the growling sound compared to the barking sound.
One may wonder if the effect of multisensory presentation in this group is, in
fact, completely linked to the use of the growling sound in the bimodal con-
dition. However, the multisensory presentation also enhances the fear in the
NoFear group although they did not report a different level of fear between
both sounds in the control experiment. It is therefore likely that in the dog-
fearful group, the enhancement of fear in the bimodal condition is due to both
the multisensory presentation and the use of the growling sound rather than
only the use of the growling sound.

There are several possibilities as to how auditory–visual presentation might
influence the conscious experience of emotion. The present effect could be
explained in terms of arousal. Testing this hypothesis in an ecological proto-
col such as ours is difficult. We indeed cannot repeat and mix the different
fearful stimuli, since we need a gradation of stimulus aversiveness. However,
the modification of visual contrast, which is a manipulation of arousal, did not
create an effect comparable to the effect of auditory–visual presentation.

Second, the increased fear in the bimodal condition may be linked to mul-
tisensory processes. The effect of the auditory information and the effect of
the visual information on the experience of emotion could be independent. In
this case, the enhancement of fear would be linked to an additive effect (Stein
and Meredith, 1993; Stein and Stanford, 2008). Alternatively, the inputs com-
ing from both senses could interact to further enhance the experience of fear.
In that case, the enhancement of fear would be linked to a cross-modal po-
tentiation (a subadditive or superadditive effect) (Stein and Meredith, 1993;
Stein and Stanford, 2008). The evaluation stage of multisensory processing
of affective face–voice pairs has been investigated with fMRI, PET and MEG
techniques. Cerebral activation around the superior temporal sulcus (STS) has
been found to be higher in response to auditory–visual affective stimuli than to
the conjunction or addition of auditory and visual presentation of the stimuli
(see Ethofer et al., 2006 as a review; Hagan et al., 2009; Kreifelts et al., 2007;
Pourtois et al., 2005; Robins et al., 2009). These results suggest interactions
between the effects of the sensory inputs. Concerning the stage of feeling, the
method used in our study did not allow investigating this question. However,
the fear reported by participants in the auditory–visual condition was signifi-
cantly higher than the sum of the fear reported in the auditory and the visual
conditions. Although our paradigm cannot disentangle the two hypotheses, our
data are rather in favor of the cross-modal potentiation hypothesis.

Besides, the effect of multisensory presentation on fear was different be-
tween groups. The increase of fear between the unimodal and the bimodal
conditions was greater in dog-fearful participants relative to non-fearful par-
ticipants. This effect could be linked to the growling sound evoking a greater
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fear in the DogFear compared to the NoFear group. It could also be accounted
for by an influence of the dog fear level on multisensory processes since be-
havioral results on both human and animal models has suggested that anxiety
impacts multisensory integration (Koizumi et al., 2011; Viaud-Delmon et al.,
2011).

5. Conclusion

In spite of its limitations due to the use of an ecological paradigm using virtual
reality, our study suggests that, beyond the facilitation of emotional judgment
(Collignon et al., 2008; Dolan et al., 2001; Föcker et al., 2011; Kreifelts et
al., 2007; Massaro and Egan, 1996), the multisensory presentation of affec-
tive stimuli enhances the conscious experience of emotion. This finding could
be of great interest for the treatment of phobias. It indicates indeed that in
order to completely address the disrupted affective processing, treatments for
phobia should implicate and manipulate multisensory presentation of feared
situations. Future investigations should focus on whether the enhancement of
the experience of emotion in response to multisensory affective stimuli is due
to an additive effect, a cross-modal potentiation or a simple arousal effect.
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